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The Cqmera Always Lies takes as its starting point a contrary idea: that despite its apparent
directness, photography (like all forms ofrepresentation) collapses reality in ways that
inevitably shape our experience of the world as it is perceived through that medium -and beyond it, as well. Perhaps the verb'lies'is a bit extreme. I will admit to using it in the
title as something of a provocation, calling into question what might be considered the as-

sumed role of photography as a producer of objective documents. This is not a question
that has only recently arisen with the emergence of the digital format - from its very
inception, the camera has functioned to make a picture of the world, which is something
very different from the total (re)creation of one. A "mirror with a memory," the photo-
graphic image insinuates itself between us and the place and time in which it was made, a
technology (and a displacement) that enables the wide array ofstrategies explored by the
artists featured in this text.

While this selection focuses on artists working within New York's Hudson Valley/Catskill
Region, it should immediately become clear that there is no longer such a thing as a purely
regional set ofphotographic and/or aesthetic concerns. In some instances, the photographers
are working with subjects that directly relate to the area and/or its history in others they
turn the lens on phenomena that are far from home. Given today's extremely efficient, glo-
balized networks of information and transportation, it would be futile to attempt to identify
a particular Hudson Valley/Catskill Region aesthetic issue, or (in the archaic sense) a stylistic
school within the region. Despite the wide variety of aesthetics and approaches included
in the show, however, all of the artists selected for CPW's second installment of its Regional
Triennial are united in the sense that nothing seen here is as it initially appears.

The works gathered for The C amera Atways Lies are divided into four cate gories; Abstraction,
TheNew Romanhcs,TheAnti-Romantics,andTheAttractiottsof1nema, which are designed
to recognize and to advance a conversation between the works featured and the selected
artists on themes that reflectvarious aspects ofthe larger concept. In some cases the same

artists and/or bodies of work blur the boundaries of these prescribed themes, further em-
phasizing the elusiveness of established borders and boundaries within contemporary
practices. The work in the Abstra.ction section presses the limits of the medium in departing
from the often-assumed literalness of photographic representation, by pursuing seem-
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ingly pure, Platonic form. The Nqp Romantics engage projections of desire and fantasy,
tapping into the intertwined appeals of history and beauty; the Anti-Romcnfics expose the
flip-side of the coin, puncturingthe consumer/commodity bubble that relies so heavily on
photography for its persuasiveness. And finally, The Attractions of Cinema, addresses the
intersections of time, place, and perspective, with works that bear various conceptual rela-
tionships to the moving image.

ABSTRACTION

How is it possible for a photograph or a video - normally understood as a direct transcription
of light as it bounces from (or is occluded by) a particular object to render something like
a'pure' abstraction? And in a related question, what becomes of reality when we focus on
it in such an aestheticized manner? In t}te work ofboth Ion Zupcu andJaanika peerna, we're
no longer quite sure what it is that we're looking'at as faririliar objects and subjects are
transformed per radical cropping and/or shift in scale. As a result, the image becomes most
fully a new sort of entity, with a life of its own, radically reconstructed as art.
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Ion Zupcu has found a path into that philosophical thicket. Part Bauhaus-inspired Vorkurs
study, part virtuoso improvisation with the purest ingredients of photography, Zupcu's work
dynamically transforms tiny bits of cut and folded paper (and more recently, small wooden
cubes) into expressive objects in their own right. None of his 'models' are larger than an inch
in any dimension; in his studio, he carefully stage-manages and manipulates these subjects
to create beautifully balanced images of light and shadow, framed within the perfectly square

format of his Hasselblad camera, and subject to the specific limitations/characteristics of
his lens. He plays with depth of field as a painter would with the size and density of a brush-
stroke, immaculately printing the resulting negatives with all the depth and presence that
traditional gelatin silver can offer. The finished prints are enlarged to many times the size

ofthe original paper models, creating an entirely new sort ofphotographic object: one
that is both entirely dependent on this original source, yetthat expands in scale to become
an almost uncanny physical presence of its own on a wall. The prints threaten to become
a literal rupture in the shadowed space that it represents (reminiscent of Lucio Fontana's
concetto spaziale, in which he slashed through the canvas to reveal the lie behind painting),
as it depends upon the metaphorical break between photography and the reality that it
seems to effortlessly document.

Jaanika Peerna's video PinkTensions adds the dimension of explicit time to the equation.
Rippling gently, the surface of the water seems to breatle life, ever so gently, into the rigor-
ously abstracted image.

THE NEW ROMANTICS

Beaugr, truth, art - these ideas all resonate profoundly with the founding notions of
Romanticism. Keats, Shelley, Lord Byron and the others articulated their profound belief
in originality and the uniqueness of the spirit at a time when (mass) factory production and

a burgeoning middle class had begun eroding traditional social relationships in earnest.

Photography was born in this same historical moment, of the very technological and
scientific advances that Romanticism was attempting to resist. Charles Baudelaire - a

great supporter of Delacroix's painting - in his famous drubbing of photography in his
review of the Salon of r8s9, claimed that the medium itself cheapened the very conception
of reality. And so there is rnore than a bit of irony to find, a century and a half later, contem-
porary photographers, as in the case of Dugdale, Sweeney, and Wides, who embrace elements

of the Romantic aesthetic, simultaneously summoning these ghosts of the rgth century
but inevitably filtering them through the consciousness and experience ofthe late zoth
and 21st centuries.

JohnDugdale is somethingofatemporalnomad, amanwithoutafixedfoothold inanycentury.
His longing for a (comparatively) slower pace of life - and of vision itself - manifests
itselfin his predilection for antiquated photographic processes such as the cyanotype,
albumen prints, and long exposures through his large format view camera, ii laJulia Margaret
Cameron. And yet the inexorable bond between photographic media and time itself binds
this work to the current moment.

Kathleen Sweeney's video Waves layers images of the eponymous water crashing on a beach

with footage of two mysteriously floating young girls. The waves seem to be pulling the girls

out to sea, whic[ for Sweeney, is a beautifirl and apt metaphor for the ways that contemporary
society constructs and consumes the lives ofyoungwomen. Embeddingthe social critique
in images that are at once seductive and troubling only strengthens the point she hopes to
make - that many of the roles offered to youngwomen today, while just as alluring, offer
a similarlv bleak future.
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Susan Wides is the most specific of these 'New Romantics' in her address of a rgth century
precedent. Her Kqaterskill series addresses directly the legacy ofthe Hudson River School

painters, who transformed what was in actuality an already blighted industrial landscape

into a sublime vision. Wides revisits locations made famous in paintings by Frederick
Church, Asher B. Durand, Sanford R. Gifford, and others, manipulating the lens and film
back of her 4x5 camera to replicate the way the eye darts from place to place across a

landscape, focusing in on certain details while ignoring others. Unlike her rgth century
predecessors, she does not edit out inconveniently contemporary details - and given the
specificity ofthe camera's all-devouringgaze, one occasionally encounters a latter-day
hiker, a rusted car, or other stark reminders of the reality of our own time in the pictures.

T}{E Ai\j,Ii. !_,ij..

Photography serves as the pre-eminent medium for communications in and the articulation
of mass society. The ubiquitous presence of photography in commercial applications (espe-

cially advertising and graphic design) makes it an especially tempting target for the pho-

tographers in this section. Rather than embrace the pleasures of Romantic form, Joan
Barker, Rob Penner, and Sam Sebren actively seek to deconstruct the normative circuits of
desire, as propagated in rvhat the writer Roland Barthes cited as the new bourgeois my-
thologies - undercutting and, or revealing the seamier side ofthe (photographic) fetishes

generated by commodiq' culture.

On a trip to BelizeJoan Barker noticed a large construction site, a development ofnew
condos on the beach. Surrounding the site was a chain link fence (replete with barbed wire
on top), that had been draped rvith huge plastic scrim, advertising the development, which
included enormously enlarged photographs of typically appealing tourist images: chairs
on the beach, a diver silhouened against deep blue water, and others. This use ofphotogra-
phy to create a real estate fantasy world, even as the very development itselfencroaches

on the natural environment (the very reason people enjoy vacationing there to begin with)
is re-contextualized - or is it re-re-contextualized? Her photographs ofthe photographs

call attention to the construction of this vision of desire by (in presenting the work in
exhibitions) piecing the pictures together in an overt grid ofsemi-glossy, plastic photographic

paper pinned directly to the wall.

Sam Sebren's deliberately low-res video draws attention to the conventionalized way that
many people encounter photography and video everyday. Using a'disposable' video camera

purchased from a local drugstore, he shot video ofwhat must be considered some ofthe
least picturesque scenes imaginable in New York's Columbia and Greene counties - self-

storage sheds, tacky roadside advertising, and other choice examples ofvisual pollution
left behind by consumer society. When the camera is returned for processing, Rite Aid
helpfully creates a mini-movie by randomly editing together scenes from the tape, com-
piling a'Best Moments'video, complete with cheesy, middle of the road music. The contrast

between the imagery and the lowest common denominator quality of the Rite Aid packagrng

of it serves as a stark rebuke of the complicity between photographic media and the throw-
away consumer world we live in.

In a related vein, Rob Penner's series Remai ns of the Day is evidence of his fascination
with the garbage being left behind on a construction site near his home. Stopping by at the

end ofthe day, he photographed individual bits ofthe detritus (leftover lunch containers,

soft drink cans, cigarette packets, and so on), later processing them in Photoshop to throw
them into an exaggerated, almost cinematic lighting. Like a celebrity unsuspectingly caught

in the flare of apaparazzo's flash, the glamour of these consumed packages quickly fades

with the realization that we are looking at the end point ofthe cycle - at garbage.
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Still photography begat cinema. It can also be argued that in return, motion pictures rev-

olutionized the way we encounter still photographic images. The ubiquity of the moving

image seen every day via movies, television, and YouTube has reshaped the horizon against

which photography itself is understood. One of the more intriguing effects of cinema has

been the folding ofthe subjective into the objective, and vice versa - what film theorists

have called 'suture; meaning the way we seem to stitch ourselves into the story being pres-

ented. Peerna, Penner, Swartz, and Wides have found ways to foreground the cinematic

influences of what Susan Sontag once called'the ecosystem of images,'and in the process

bring to light the complexities and complicities of contemporary subjectivity.

Jaanika Peerna's Shoreline zOOB is a single-channel video made up of a single, extended

shot ofthe urban river oflife, as seen reflected in the highly polished hood ofa car parked

along Fifth Avenue. Peerna flips the image, creating a momentarily disorienting experience

of the reflection, and at a certain point shifts gears and runs the recording backwards,

creating a little eddy in time.

Julianne Swartz does not identifi' herself primarily as a photographer and has produced

not only photographs but also sculptural works that invoke the original technological

source of the medium, the camera obscura. Placement plays with displacements of light,

setting up situations where the world reflects back on itself, a recursive play with that old

idea of the'mirror with a memory.' Like mirrors themselves, her images interweave the

seemingly opposite poles of objective and subjective, inviting us to comprehend simul-

taneously both the gulfand the connection between the two, as it is sculpted in space and

time by light.

Rob penner's Vantage Point series plays on the ambiguous, twinned position of the photo-

grapher/viewer. These seemingly random images of people in a park-like setting, viewed

from on high, at first blush look like frames from a movie. Looking at them individually,

the God's eye view they present eventually turns troubling - who am I, as I watch these

people? A peeping tom? A sniper? The possible readings of these images seem to multiply

exponentially, the longer you look at them.

The Mannahctta series by Susan Wides takes in sweepingly cinematic views of the city,

inspired in part by Paul Strand's famous frlm, Manhatta (tgzt), a silent film showing the

day-to-day life of New York City. Again the views are from up hlgh, and, as in her Kaaterskill

landscapes, she manipulates the film plane of the camera to pull sections of the image in

and out of focus. At first glance, this manipulation creates the impression of looking at a

detailed model set, a feeling that is only partly shaken on closer observation. Mannahatta

raises the question: at what point does the cinematic framing of experience eclipse our

belief in perception itself?

By bending perception through the selective deployment of strategies such as framing,

focus, and shifts in scale or perspective, the viewer is challenged to make sense of the results.

It is my hope that these'lies,'taken together, will help to reveal a larger truth about who

and what we are now, in a world that is so fundamentally altered and constructed by the

photographic image.

The Camera Always Lies, CPW's 2oog Regional Trienniol of the Photographic Arts wss

originallltpresentedqs an exhibition curatedby Beth4.l4lilsonattheCenterfor PhotograplqSt

at Woodstock ftom June t4 - August 7Z 2oo8.
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The editors of nq invited curator ffiHTFs fl. wrs.s#xd to conduct a

roundtable discussion with the artists featured in fhe Cqmera elways
Lies. this dialog conducted through emails and held in May zoo8
served as a forum for these nine artists to address both the concept
of the photographic 'lie'but also their own work as seen in the context
of The Camera Always Lies.

As I wrote in the preceding article, the camera 'always lies', but
maybe it's worth wondering whether it's possible for the camera to
speak truthfully in the first place. What's the relationship between
photography and truth, as you see it?

j*AN ffiARKEFe

To say that the camera or photography always lies may be a little
unfair. Images produced through the lens certainly represent the
subjective perception of the photographer, so though the image may
not be a lie per se, it clearly represents only a single perspective.
Cropping, printing, editing, juxtaposition and presentation also
transform the image. The 'Lie,' then, of this recorded observation
continues, as each viewer's response and interpretation is influenced

by his or her own ideas.

"StiLHAF-INffi $ RTffi

The camera leaves room for a constructed, subjective 'truth.' I see

photography as entirely subjective, the subject and circumstances
around the subject are composed, and context is everything.

I{iF'i}{ il}L]GffiAK,H

Since everybody sees everything completely differently anyway,
there's nothing less truthful than a photograph of somebody. Two
people can look at the same person and see somebody different, you
can look at the same flower, and it looks different. So there is no

'truthful' or funtruthful,'there are so many variables to every situation,

filtered through human experience and mind. How could it be any

less or more of a lie?

${JSAN WgffiHS

How could it be [purely objective]f e chemical in the retina converts

light into electrical impulses that the brain interprets as vision. And
the partiality of photography is built into the mechanics of the
camera, the lens, the light sensitive material.

When an assistant on one of my shoots sees the contact sheets,

they are always surprised - as the site doesn't look anything like
what they had seen there. I love to transmit the experience of seeing

what I see in my mind's €y€, but which may not be perceived by the
naked eye.

KAT${g"HHN $WffiKffiHV

Ever since the invention of photography and film viewers have been
grappling with its inherent trompe lbeil, its trickery. It is no acci-

dent that one of the early masters of French cinema, George M6lids,

started out as a magician. The art of rendering the natural world
onto a photographic page, a cinema screen or a pixilated LCD

surface emerges always as a form of magical mastery, a series of
inventive steps toward an illusion of reproduced reality that we

continually navigate as consumers of visual fantasy. That a two-
dimensional medium can draw in our attention and engagement at

a level akin to hypnosis means this lying art form captivates another
form of our collective imagination beyond so-called day-to-day
reality. It lies, and we love to comply in suspended disbelief.

Why do you think we (as a culture) have such high expectations of
photographic media? No one would think of putting questions to a
painting or drawing in the way that we do to photography. Why do

you think people seem so ready to suspend their disbelief in the
presence of a photographic image?

3ffiF{N *L]G*ALE
I look to history for the answer to these questions. When the dagueffeo-

type came out, it was called a'mirror of life'. I think that one of the
miracles at the time for people was to see an exact likeness of
themselves on this little mirrored jewel that they're holding in a
case. Maybe over the years, photography has been understood as

this perfect representation. I think that people expect extreme
clarity and perfect representation in a photograph because of the
way it started. Painting is filtered through somebody's eye and hand,

right through their body onto the canvas. A photograph is meant

to be a mirror, in most people's understanding.
Rffiffi trffiNNHffi.

It speaks to the concept that in photography we 'take' a picture
while a painter'makes' a painting. The difference between the two
is where I believe the controversy is. We take a photo with a device

that is familiar and prevalent to society in general. There is a sense

that it's easy and anyone can do it. On the other hand, making a

painting or a sculpture or the like, requires a trained or inherent
talent. The familiarity with cameras and photography in the consumer
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world has, in my opinion, diminished the essence of the photograph
as art to the average viewer. Familiarity breeds contempt.

Photographs in their essential form are evidence of a moment.
The image is what's left behind after the moment transpires. It can
never be reproduced in its truest sense.

:SJ\:\-HKA g}HF;RIqA

What is special about photography is that the magic of the particular
light at the moment the photographic image is captured. The image
becomes uniquely concrete through the play of the light in the
situation. There are many ways to frame, edit and change the image,
but the essence of the moment when and where the image was

taken still remains.

R-*}ffi ffiffip{:qi

To a certain extent, I think photography is the art form that is closest
to reality. The subject, in my case, is what it is - a small strip of
black paper that exists, and can be seen in the image. It begins as

an'objective' image, but then I start composing/staging, choosing
the lighting, angle, and many other tricks.

3 _*AiK ffiAsqKg${

Photographs are sometimes used in forensics to document reality.
Consequently, many people expect photography to tell some sort
of objective truth. This may be part of an historical perception that
just because a mechanical device was used to record the image, the
photographer's emotions and thoughts were not part of the process.

But just as an eyewitness's testimony may be distorted due to the
inaccuracies inherent in memory, photography can be unreliable.
The camera's eye is physically limited. In spite of this acknowledged
lack of accuracy, we continue to rely on both.

Is there a measurable difference between images found'in the wild'

- reflections in water or in windows, for example - and those
that are photographically fixed? Is there a qualitative difference
between these things that interests you?

$AANEKA pHHffiFfA

To me this is a most intriguing question. Once an image is photo-
graphed or recorded, I can transport it. But if I could transport an

original, 'wild'image, I would much rather do that. Even if I look at
a reflection in water or in glass, I am already taking it out of its
original context by calling attention to it. I point towards it and say,

"look at this." I control the way it is viewed. So images in the wild
are more open. Once they are captured, they become more defined.

i=_:*al trffiru"Tffiffi

In my mind, there's no difference. I believe that all imag€s, regardless

of their origin or intention, have equal value. That said, I feel that
'wild' images, ds you call them, maintain a more organic feel and
require less intervention by the artist/photographer. Fixed or pro-
duced images have equal value even though they are created to
specifically illustrate an idea.

s{:$AH Etitg}ss

I like to keep the viewer aware of the lens as its view reflects the way

we experience memory history and oneself. The altered image [seen
in my work] offers an accurate view of the reality of our world today.

I use the urban and natural landscape as a palette from which I
derive images and recompose them to reflect on the significance of
images themselves. I invite the viewer to join me at the moment of
discovery when perception suddenly changes and the recognizable

and familiar image is reimagined.

T#F€H *ff*trALH
A long time ago I stopped encountering'stuf in the world. [fifteen
years dgo, Dugdale lost most of his sight from an AIDS related stroke.

- BEW] fhings that are fixed in my mind, what makes them appear

are words, or relationships. When people hear that I have a visual
impairment, they say "how can you be a photographer?" Because

the first thing that people think about in general when you say that
you are a photographer, is not about setting up tableaux in the studio,

they think about walking around outside and catching something
beautiful. That's clearly not what I am able to do, nor did I ever really

want to do that. People automatically assume that you go outside
and look for thitrgs, rather than looking inside, and then making
them. I use the camera like a canvas, to create the stuffthat inspires
ne, looking at subjects like my mother (who's like a novel), or at

flowers. People say that daffodils don't really smell, but I'm not sure

what they're smelling, because to me they smell like fresh air. I can

still see them in a blur with my eye, but when I sniffthe thing, or I
hold it, it becomes much more real. The photographs are my way of
transforming things into that kind of experience.

sffiAF{ ffiARE{fiR

Images in the wild flow, change and move on. I make photographs

of a place and time because I am moved by the truth of that decisive

moment. The photograph fails if I am not present in intuitive ways.

If some elements of that moment of truth remain through the re-
production process, there is hope that the photograph will provoke

thoughtful response.

$q-fE-,tA:\:i5-tr $ ffiHffi

The fleetingness of the event in real time makes it both more and

less vulnerable. I would say the camera allows me to alter a familiar
reality to create a constructed, unfamiliar'reality.'

sA&€ sgffiE{gru

There is no substitute for nature, all of its beauty and violence in-
cluded. And there is no improving upon nature by photographing

it or painting it. I question separating ourselves from nature through
art. It removes the actual experience by another level. However,

depicting our increasing separation from nature through art may

be educational. I highly recommend nature over'art'any day. Even

stormy, cloudy, fueezing days.

How has your work been inflected/ informed by the mass media

applications of photographic media? Does this larger cultural
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'ecosystem' of images - Walter Benjamin's essay, Age of Mechanical
Reproduction,' which we're now living with a vengeance - mean
certain things are possible for you artistically, and others not?

ION ZUPCU

We definitely see more images today of other artists' work, which
tend to be more or less known artists. This makes it easier to grow
mentally as an artist these days - expanding the things we have to
say after becoming aware of others people's work. The trends are
shorter, more frequent, and more...spectacular. Of course, the
other side of the coin is that we are growing more superficial, from
seeing so many things.

SA&{ SHBREN

Lately I have been enjoying the ability to collaborate and communicate
more easily with other artists via computers. Combinations of old
analogue and new digital media are also very exciting. But every
photographer I've talked to feels that nothing has replaced the
gorgeously rich depth of silver gelatin prints made from film. It's
sort of sad that people have replaced the idea of quality with speed.

Is it good if everyone is taking pictures of everything with their cell
phones instead of reacting to a government that is busy trying to
take over the world and screwing up the global economy in the
process? Should we even be wondering about theories in art right
now? Most people are sleeping while the most disparate economic
gap in the history of the world is steamrolling right through our
homes and communities. This is the most important time for artists
to help people understand this through poetic, poignant, clear work.
Photography is a vital form of communication - lies, evidence, art,
or othennrise, but we must be aware to keep in mind what is advertising,
what is propaganda, and what is art. With the new technologies
now, though, I see kids using everything they've got to make art in
phenomenally new and creative ways. I see people able to make movies

and show movies without any corporate control. I see people making
their own rules, ignoring dogmas and definitions in these wildly
uncertain and unlimited times. That is what excites me.

J#AFd BARKHR

I became fascinated with seeing the beach right next to the large
advertising banners for condos on the beach; seeing large, cheaply
produced photographic scenes displayed side by side, outdoors, in
the very environment which is being offered for sale, and simultane-
ous$ destroyed by the development. Behind these reassuring, tourist-
friendly scenes, the natural habitat and fragile ecosystems are being
destroyed. Looking at my reassembled panels of plastic prints of
all this, the viewer will be able to choose a truth: vacation home,
destruction of the environment, real estate investment, or serene
beach? So I'm using photography here to draw out the implications
of that other; overtly commercial, use of the medium, in a way that
opens it for the viewer to decide lwhat it all means].

KATE{$*HffiN SBVHHNHY

Benjamin's assertion that the reproduced image lacks the "aura'' of
the origlnal may have been true when paintings found their way into
print, but the light-based media of film often locates the aura in the

simplest of forms by establishing that visual kinship. I don't always
see like a camera, but once that shift occurs, I enter into another form
of meditative intimacy with my surroundings. It's essentially an
ability to frame, to construct an image in snapshot, to roll tape in my
head... the ability to see like a camera allows access to a recognizable
form ofvisual sublime that is very personalizedin its captuie.

JAANIKA PEERNA

When confronted with mass media imagery I tend to think, "I can't
get as flashy as that, I can't go so fast," so instead I slow things down,

try to get under the skin of things, and dig into the depths ofwhatever
I am filming. I hardly move the camera. I ask the viewer to spend
about six minutes watching a moving image in which most of the
changes are quite subtle, and there is no narrative. I point my video
camera towards carefully chosen ordinary phenomena, such as water
moving around a rock, or a reflection on a car, and record long takes
without moving the camera in the hope that something essential
about the object reveals itself. I'm not selling anything, I'm not telling
a story. I want to draw you inward and also make you more alert.

JOH\ DUGDALE

I'm actually shying away from that [mass media]. There's a very
beloved picture of my mother and I, where she's holding me against

her chesl [t was printed in my first book. I went to Italy and showed

that picture, and a woman wanted to know if it would be ok to use

ilt to make billboards about Alzheimer's. It so took me aback, I had

to think about it-I always want to help with anything I can, but in
the end I said no. I couldn't imagine seeing that intimate picture of
my rnom blown up, by the highway all over Italy. It seemed to devalue

the picture, not in a monetary way, but it took away the intimacy of
ir t want to stay on the other side of the superfast cutting of images

on TV in commercials and videos, and the omnipresent barrage of
irnages. It makes me cringe to think of being a part of that.

So r-ou're a conscientious objector?

JOHN DUGDAg"ffi

Yes, very much so. But I don't think that people cannot participate-
you can't divorce your art from the current moment completely. I
grew up on Bugs Bunny, the Munsters, and every other thing that was

on TV then. Once that stuffgets into your mind, it's permanently in
there, you can't erase it.

It's all really relative, though. People in the rgth century were

excited to go 6 miles an hour on the railroad. You look at the work
from then, and it's no wonder it's so quiet and peaceful fcompared
to today]. I am consciously trying to keep that alive. That's what I
love about using all these old processes. It's about seeing more slowly.
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